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Stay tuned for a brand-new show coming in winter 2018 to PBS Kids: Pinkalicious & Peterrific!The

New York Times bestselling author and artist of Pinkalicious, Victoria Kann, brings Pinkalicious fans

the first Pinkalicious cookbook, and it's filled with cupcakes galore! Pinkalicious loves pinkatastic

cupcakesâ€”and now readers can make all their cupcakes Pinkalicious cupcakes. The Pinkalicious

Cupcake Cookbook features more than 20 cupcakes straight from Pinkalicious's world. Bake

everything from a classic Pinkalicious cupcake with a cherry on top to a princess cupcake and

castle, a snowman cupcake, or a cake pop flower! There are cupcakes for every

occasionâ€”birthday parties, Valentine's Day, Christmas, and moreâ€”and tips to help get kids into

the kitchen.
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Gr 2 Up-After plugging the books in the Pinkalicious franchise, Kann instructs readers in

cake-decorating techniques for more than 20 projects. Recipes for homemade frosting and cake,

including gluten-free variants, are included, most requiring brand-specific products, though

reasonable substitutions are sometimes provided. Readers are also encouraged to use

prepackaged mixes and frosting as the book's slant is heavily on decorating, not baking. Templates

for some recipes are provided, as are source lists for procuring supplies since many ingredients are



only available in specialty shops. While marketed to an elementary school audience, it is obvious

quite early on that the book's actually for experienced cake decorators. Though beautifully

impressive, these creations are not practical for even the average layperson. The basics of cooking

with children and kitchen safety are suspiciously absent, while hand washing is not even mentioned

until rather far along. Symbolic bubbles containing ideas for child involvement are brought to

readers' attention, a feature inconsistently executed and questionable in usefulness. Some bubbles

are absent of ideas, while others contain tasks far too simplistic to balance the complexity of the

recipes. For those wanting to introduce kids to baking or to enliven the world of Pinkalicious, this

volume is far too sophisticated. For adult collections, it is purely a secondary purchase, and entirely

unnecessary for juvenile collections.-Rebecca Gueorguiev, New York Public LibraryÎ±(c) Copyright

2013. Library Journal. LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution

permitted.

Cupcakes galore!Now you can make all your cupcakes Pinkalicious cupcakes. The Pinkalicious

Cupcake Cookbook features more than twenty cupcakes straight from the pinkatastic world of

Pinkalicious. Bake everything from a classic Pinkalicious cupcake with a cherry on top to a princess

cupcake and castle, a snowman cupcake, or a cake pop flower! There are cupcakes for every

occasionâ€”birthday parties, Valentine&#39;s Day, Christmas, and more!

My 6yr was over the moon excited to receive this book as a gift. Cupcakes and Pinkalicious put

together-why wouldnÃ¢Â€Â™t she be? The cupcakes look divine, and the layout is lovely, but this is

simply not a book for the young baker. Most of the decorative elements are too complex and

elaborate. And those that arenÃ¢Â€Â™t are compensated with a whole lot of candy to make them

look exciting. We will be sticking with the Big Cupcake Book and maybe glean this periodically for

my own use to get decorative ideas.

I love this book, with the caveat that I doubt most kids could perfect the cupcakes and designs in it.

The magic of this cookbook is that it gives kids a project to work on that doesn't involve an iPad or

TV or an XBox. There is nothing wrong with a lofty goal of making a bakery quality cupcake. The fun

is in trying.It's definitely not kid only book. It requires adult participation for any of the recipes.If you

give the book as a gift to a small child like I did, I highly recommend packaging it with a brick of flour

and brick of sugar because it's hysterical to watch a kid open a box of sugar in front of her parents.



My daughter was so happy to receive this is a gift. Such a fun recipe book for any girl or boy who

loves baking!

A bit disappointed instead of many different recipes of cupcakes it's pretty much the same recipe

with a bunch of different candies to buy to decorate. The decoration are cool but I'm not gonna buy

50 different candies to decorate the cupcakes.

Not for children - the recipes are for professional chefs and ended up in tears with my 8 year old

who wanted to make our cupcakes look like the ones in the book. It will be disappearing.

This book has tons of fun ideas, but I wish there were more simple things that a child could actually

achieve without so much parental help. My daughter was extremely excited, but disliked that she

could not get them to look like the perfect pics on her own. We have many kid-centered cook books,

so I know it's possible to depict fun food ideas that little hands can imitate. Still, great ideas and tons

of fun pictures to look at.

This was a gift

Cute book. Gave it as a Christmas present to a 7YO who loves to bake. She was able to read and

understand the recipes with ease. Now looking forward to trying something!
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